An Amazingly Excerpted Ordinary
DO NOT USE FOR LIVE CONFLICT CHECKING. THIS IS FOR USE WITH “Conflict Checking 101: Theory” ONLY
Per pale vert and azure, a griffin and a lion combatant and on a
chief argent three towers sable.
Beast – Cat – 1 – Passant – Argent
Ælfwynn Leoflæde dohtor
Windmasters' Hill, Barony of
Purpure, a lion rampant between three cinquefoils argent.
(Fieldless) A winged cat passant, forepaw extended, wings
Benedict Stonhewer of Askerigg
elevated and addorsed, argent.
Sable, a lion and on a chief argent two towers sable.
Gabriela Maria dei Clementini d'Orvieto
Blanket permission to conflict with device with one DC
Azure, a domestic cat statant contourny between three estoiles
granted 200512w
two and one argent and a chief wavy paly Or and vert.
Julyan Lyttleton
Tearlach MacMillan
Vert, a lion rampant to sinister and on a chief rayonny argent
Azure, a natural tiger statant contourny argent striped sable
three hearts sable.
within a bordure argent semy of card piques sable.
Roscelin de Limoges
Beast – Cat – 1 – Fur
Gules, a natural panther passant argent marked sable and on a
chief argent three roses gules.
Irmele Schäfferin von Grünsberg
(Fieldless) A lion Or ermined azure.
Kiera Mörkstjärna
Per fess purpure and ermine, a catamount passant argent and a
Lucentio Maccabbee Loredano
(Fieldless) A lion contourny pean maintaining a tankard gules.
mullet of eight points purpure.
Magnus de Lyons
Edith of Arbroath
Azure, a lion and on a chief erminois three mullets of ten
Per pale gules and sable, a lion passant to sinister, on a chief
points azure.
argent three roundels sable.
Alan Norreis
Rhiannon Aslef
Or, a cat dormant azure ermined argent between three
Per saltire vert and azure, a cat passant to sinister argent.
torteaux.
Tezar of Aeolis
Sable, a winged lion courant to sinister, wings elevated and
Guillaume de Saint Jacques
Sable, a lion sejant ermine.
addorsed, between three mullets of four straight and four wavy
points argent.
Edelinne de Bayonne
Vert, a catamount rampant guardant contourny and a chief
wavy ermine.
Beast – Cat – 1 – Rampant – Argent
Angus MacBain
(Fieldless) On a quatrefoil pean a lion rampant argent.
Dailfind inghean uí Ruairc
Azure, a cat sejant erect and on a chief engrailed argent three
trefoils vert.
Alysaundre Weldon
Azure, a domestic cat rampant contourny, on a chief
dovetailed argent three swallows volant to chief sable.
James Guy of Bothwell
Azure, a lion between three anchors argent.
Rónán Meablach
Azure, a lynx rampant argent, a chief rayonny Or.
Bohemia
Gules, a lion rampant queue-forchy argent crowned Or.
Important non-SCA arms
Vanna Edwinsdochter Dawburn
Per bend sinister vert and gules, a lynx rampant within a
bordure embattled argent.
Kala Ljómi Trygvadottir
Per chevron sable and azure, a winged lion salient, and in
chief three compass stars argent.
Carmela Angelica Adamo
Per pale gules and vert, a lion argent and in chief three mullets
Or.
Ulrich von Zähringen
Per pale sable and azure all crusilly Latin, a lion rampant
argent.
Richard von Tanne

Beast – Cat – 1 – Passant – Or
Muirgheal inghean Alasdair
(Fieldless) In fess a mullet argent sustained by a lion passant
Or.
Mary Margaret of Derby
Azure, a domestic cat passant to sinister Or.
Tómas Skotakollr
Azure, a lion statant in chief two mullets, in base a point
pointed, all within a bordure Or.
Niccolo d'Angelo
Bendy sable and argent, on a chief gules a lion passant Or.
James Francis Navarre
Gules, a lion passant, in canton a mullet of six points, a
bordure embattled Or.
Kathleen Davis McReynald
Per chevron azure and vert, two escallops and a cat statant Or.
Antara of Leeds
Sable semy-de-lys, a lion courant to sinister Or.
Muirgheal inghean Alasdair
Sable, a lion passant Or and in chief three mullets argent.
Cyra Wren
Vert, a winged ounce passant and on a chief Or three compass
stars vert.

Beast – Cat – 1 – Rampant – Or
Umm Samin bint Asad al-Isfahaniyya
Azure crusilly formy fitchy, a lion rampant and a bordure Or.
Innocenzio da Gagliano

Azure, a lion and in chief three mullets Or.
Gelre
Azure, a lion rampant queue-forchy Or.
Important non-SCA arms
Amalric von Regensburg
Azure, a lion rampant regardant maintaining in its sinister
forepaw a sword inverted Or, on a chief indented argent three
crosses formy sable.
Balian FitzGilbert
Azure, a two-headed lion rampant guardant to sinister, in chief
three crosses potent Or.
Johannes von Helmstedt
Azure, a winged lion salient contourny, a bordure embattled
Or.
Johanne af Wasastjärna
Azure, mulletty argent, a domestic cat rampant Or.
Esteban de Asturias
Barry of twelve per pale azure and argent, a leopard salient to
sinister coward Or.
William of Lochmere
Chevronelly argent and azure, a lion rampant to sinister and a
bordure Or.
Conchobhar Dearg
Gules, on a lion rampant between three mullets of four points
elongated to base Or a Celtic cross sable.
Richard of Dragon Castle
Purpure, a lion rampant maintaining an egg Or within a
bordure Or semy-de-lys purpure.
Rose Pipes
Sable, a natural tiger rampant contourny Or marked sable, in
chief three roses argent.
Finn hua Cellaig
Vert, a lion rampant contourny and a chief Or.

Beast - Rabbit
Jadwiga Zajaczkowa
(Fieldless) A rabbit couchant erminois.
Catlin Svensdottir
Argent, a coney statant within an orle of mushrooms gules.
Meleri Gyfford
Azure, a coney salient argent and on a chief Or three golpes.
Alvar Dax
Azure, a dragon and a coney combattant argent.
Kerridwen de Merioneth
Gules, a rabbit dormant argent between in pale two roses Or,
barbed vert.
Richard Attekirck the Rabbit
Per bend sinister gules and azure, a rabbit courant and two
swords in saltire argent.
Margrét Eyverska
Per chevron Or and gules, two drop spindles and a rabbit
courant counterchanged.
Katla Hase
Per chevron vert and sable, two keys palewise wards to dexter
chief and a coney salient argent.
Áshildr Úlfsdóttir
Per pale azure and vert, in pale three hares couchant contourny
argent.
Donata Bonacorsi
Purpure, a hare argent.
Cerdic Ball

Vert, a hare couchant and on a chief argent three mullets
azure.
Enrico d'Oria
Vert, on a pale Or between two mullets argent, three rabbits
couchant sable.
Michel Le Marchant
Vert, three coneys salient argent.

Ermine Spot
Morwenn Ddu Wystl
(Fieldless) An ermine spot Or.
Aliénor de Narbonne
(Fieldless) An ermine spot azure.
Odar O'Dorney
(Fieldless) An ermine spot gules.
Eduard Halidai
(Fieldless) An ermine spot lozengy purpure and argent.
Eleyne de Clermont
(Fieldless) An ermine spot vert.
Henna of Redsand
Argent, on a chief gules three ermine spots argent.
Mikjal Annarbjorn
Or, an ermine spot within an annulet sable.
for Mikjalheim
Rohais de Marcy
Or, three ermine spots and a chief invected sable.
Vittoria Gabrielli
Or, two cats sejant and in chief five ermine spots in fess sable.
Alisaundre Caledon
Per chevron Or and sable, three ermine spots counterchanged.
Melchior von Misen
Per pale argent and azure, an ermine spot counterchanged.
Sara Charmaine of Falkensee
Per pale purpure and Or, an ermine spot counterchanged.
Emrys Bethoc
Quarterly azure and gules, six ermine tails in annulo, tails
outward, argent.
Roger de Lincoln
Sable, five ermine spots in cross argent.
Wilhelm Leopard der Schwarze
Sable, in chief five ermine spots in fess Or.
Elspeth Hagler
Sable, three ermine spots within an orle Or.
Edmund Sharpe
Vert, a bend sinister argent ermined vert between three ermine
spots argent.
Jade of Starfall
Vert, an ermine tail, spotted of three compass stars argent.

Mullet – Uncharged – 1 – Argent – Group
Primary
Ulrich von Wolfsfeldt
Azure, a mullet and two wolf's heads erased respectant one
and two argent.
Kazimir Petrovich Pomeshanov
Per chevron azure and sable, two swords inverted and a
compass star elongated to chief and to base argent.
Hadassah bat Josef
Per fess gules and sable, a mullet of six points argent and two
lit candles ensconced Or.
Horatio Townsend

Sable, a compass star and two swans naiant respectant, one
and two, argent.

Mullet – Uncharged – 2 - Argent
Ariel of Alon
Azure, two compass stars argent and a sword argent, hilted
gules, winged Or, a bordure argent.
Kirsten Thorsteinsdottir
Per chevron azure and argent, two compass stars argent and a
lion's head erased gules.
Rustan Langschritt
Per chevron azure and sable, two mullets of four points and a
unicorn's head couped argent.
Faílenn ingen Murchada
Per fess wavy vert and argent, two mullets of four points and a
shamrock counterchanged.
Elgil Mardil of Dor-Mallos
Per pall inverted vert, azure and Or, two mullets of seven
points argent and a dragon passant sable.
for House Drachenstern
Enrico d'Oria
Vert, on a pale Or between two mullets argent, three rabbits
couchant sable.

Mullet – Uncharged – 3 - Argent
Tess Ella of Silvershadow
(Fieldless) On a straight trumpet gules three mullets Or.
Ruben ben Yosef the Khazar
Argent, a catamount courant sable, on a chief azure, three
Stars of David Or.
Cynehild Cynesigesdohtor
Azure, a bear passant argent between three mullets Or, a
bordure argent.
Innocenzio da Gagliano
Azure, a lion and in chief three mullets Or.
Helga stjarna
Azure, in bend three mullets of six points, on a chief Or a rat
passant azure.
Ruben ben Yosef the Khazar
Azure, in fess three Stars of David Or.
Axel Rolandsson
Azure, three mullets of four points and a base engrailed Or.
Celje, Counts of
Azure, three mullets of six points Or.
Important non-SCA arms
Siegfried von Siegen
Chevronelly vert and argent, a lion rampant queue forchy Or,
on a chief sable three mullets of four points Or.
Conchobhar Dearg
Gules, on a lion rampant between three mullets of four points
elongated to base Or a Celtic cross sable.
Anton Ivan Stanislavich
Per fess embattled sable and vert, three mullets Or and a horse
courant argent.
Cathal na Seoltadh
Per fess indented Or and azure, a sea-lion gules and three
mullets Or.
Ulrych Volckhart

Per pale gules and azure, a winged stag's head affronty erased
at the shoulder wings displayed and in chief three compass
stars Or.
Carmela Angelica Adamo
Per pale gules and vert, a lion argent and in chief three mullets
Or.
Elayne of Maryn
Per pale sable and vert, a cat couchant between three mullets
within a double tressure Or.
Ernest of Wyvernwoode
Vairy en pointe argent and sable, a lion gules and on a chief
sable three mullets of eight points Or.

Mullet – Uncharged – 4 or more - Argent
Jemma Blakeney
Argent, a bordure vert mullety argent.
Teleri ferch Morgant ap Rhys
Azure mullety argent, a swan rousant and a chief rayonny Or.
Gabriele Parr Pembroke
Azure mullety argent, a unicorn's head couped Or.
Micronesia, Federated States of
Azure, four mullets in cross points outwards argent
Important non-SCA flag
David Delannoy
Gules, a saltire triple-parted and fretted Or between four
compass stars argent.
Leonor Martin
Gules, five mullets of eight points in saltire argent.
Catherine Abernathy
Per pale azure and purpure all mullety, a bordure argent.
Tahir al-Razi
Vert, a crescent between five mullets of eight points two two
and one argent.
Bran of Lochiel
Vert, in chevron five mullets of four points argent.
Seitse
Vert, mulletty pierced argent.

Mullet – Uncharged – 4 or more - Gules
Michael of the Outlands
Argent mullety gules, an increscent sable.
New Zealand
Azure, in cross four mullets gules fimbriated argent and a
canton of the Union Jack.
Important non-SCA flag
Ana Maria Maddelena Selvaggio
Gules, a stag at gaze, on a chief embattled Or four mullets
gules.
Randal Benton
Per chevron rayonny Or, mulletty of four points gules, and
sable, in base a unicorn rampant to sinister Or.

Mullet – Uncharged – 4 or more - Multicolored
Endymion Meilichos
Gyronny sable and argent, a mullet of eight points between
eight others in annulo, all counterchanged.
Morgan of Atlantia
Per bend sinister argent and vert mulletty counterchanged.
Johannes vom Weidenwald

Per saltire Or and sable, four mullets of four points
counterchanged, on a chief azure a lightning bolt Or.
Katerine Rowley
Quarterly azure and Or, four spur-rowels counterchanged.

Mullet – Uncharged – 4 or more - Or
Mynydd Seren, Shire of
(Fieldless) Seven mullets conjoined in chevron Or.
Democratic Republic of the Congo
Azure, a mullet and in dexter six mullets in pale Or.
Important non-SCA flag
Aoibheann Caoilfhionn Muirinn O'Domhnaill
Azure, a sheaf of spoons Or banded purpure, within eight
compass stars in annulo Or.
Dirk MacMartin
Azure, four compass stars two one and one and on a chief Or a
dog passant azure.
Catalina Doro
Gules, a bend between six mullets Or.
Jonathan Morgan Reeve
Per bend sinister vert and sable, five mullets in annulo Or and
on a heart argent, a bear's pawprint fesswise reversed gules.
Johann von Sternberg
Sable, in chevron five compass stars elongated palewise Or.
Edward Sevensterre
Vert, seven mullets and on a chief Or three martlets vert.

Mullet – Charged -- Argent
Norric Warnock
(Fieldless) On a mullet argent a phoenix gules.
Stuart of Lindley
Azure, a sun argent eclipsed sable, a chief argent.
Ivan Grimbearn
Purpure, a sun argent eclipsed sable, a chief embattled argent.
Mooneschadowe, Shire of
Sable, a sun argent, eclipsed sable, and on a chief Or, a laurel
wreath sable.
Gwendolen Eve MacDonald
Vert, on a sun argent a thistle proper, on a chief argent a sword
fesswise vert.

Rabbit – see “Beast – Rabbit”
Spoon – see “Tool – Eating”
Tool – Eating
Christina Elisabeth
(Fieldless) A gryphon sejant contourny sustaining a spoon
palewise azure.
registered jointly with Cynyr ab Aneirin
for Inn of the Blue Gryphon
Magdalene Katherine MacDonald
Argent, a breadloaf and on a chief sable three ladles palewise
argent.
Alienora de Rouen l'enfermiere
Argent, on a chevron gules three mullets argent, in chief a
spoon sable.
Sarah bas Mordechai
Gules, a fleece argent and in chief a spoon fesswise reversed
Or.

Cerdic Cenfrithes sunu
Gules, an eating fork bendwise sinister argent.
Ingrid Elizabeth de Marksberry
Or, a slip of elderberry, flowered and fructed proper, and on a
chief vert a ladle Or.
Jalida bint al-Yasamin bint al-Susiya
Vert, in fess a fork and spoon argent, a bordure argent semy of
mushrooms azure.

